Saturn ion power steering fuse

Saturn ION owners have reported problems related to power steering light on under the steering
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Still having ign. Key problems not
turning and can not remove, an electronic steering system light come on when starting and
hard to steer. Both problems are intermittent and dealer can't repair unless they see it. See all
problems of the Saturn ION. The power steering light keeps coming on and it is hard to steer
and the key keeps getting stuck in the ignition. Car was stationary when the light turned on. I
was starting my car getting ready to go to church, and the steering wheel wouldn't turn, then my
power steering light came on. I had my granddauther to call a mechanic and they said that it
might be a electrical problem. My car was in a parking space where I live. I did get the chance to
move the car. I can drive the car but I'm afraid that it will lock on me while driving it. I was on my
way home just getting off highway with speed limit of 65 mph, when I parked at local grocery
store near my home. Parked in stall fine but about 10 minutes later I found upon attempting to
drive out of the stall, I could hardly turn my car to make it out of the parking lot. I was able to
slowly drive it home hoping it would correct itself then noticing powered steering light on dash.
On arrival to my home I parked backwards in fear of getting stuck. I then tried numerous times
to turn on and off the car with no change in steering or dashboard light. Fortunately this
happened literally a mile off the highway which I could have easily gotten into a serious
accident with much higher speeds and no control to drive the automobile. I put my car in
reverse and the power steering warning light came on. I also pulled forward and the warning
light stayed on. I waited about 20 min's and started my car back up and the power steering light
didn't come back on. While the warning light was on it was very hard for me to turn the wheel. I
was in a parking lot. I will be taking my car to a dealership in the morning. My car was part of the
power steering recall in That recall number was n Power steering light came on and lost
steering found out they had recall never was informed of the matter or recall. Had a problem
with gas line about a year ago took to dealership cause there was an extended warranty but was
told mine wasn't covered even though it should of been cost me dollars. Only recall I received
was for ignition. We have power steering light comes on and later it will rest but its happening
alot also emulsion light came on after replace fuel lines. Powering sterring light on agaagain
very hard to drive had to use flasers to get home from church this went onm Saturday and
sundaty by moday it corrected itself however it icalled holman cadiilc were I get it serviced they
never called me back wwith a straight answer on what they wamt me to do. Power steering light
comes on and then loss of power steering while traveling to shoping center. When restarting
power steering light went off and was able to drive home. But dangerous since power steering
intermitted comes on. It happened while getting back into car after turning on ignition switch.
The contact owns a Saturn Ion. While driving approximately 30 mph, the power steering seized
and the power steering warning light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it
was diagnosed that the electric power steering motor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The VIN was unknown. The
approximate failure mileage was , When the vehicle was started, the power steering light
illuminated. The contact turned off and restarted the vehicle. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. While driving at an unknown speed, the power steering warning light illuminated and
the power steering failed. The vehicle was towed to the dealer to be diagnosed. The contact was
informed that there was an intermittent electronic control module failure. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 62, The contact stated that the gear
was stuck in the park position and she was unable to move the vehicle. The power steering light
illuminated on the instrument panel. An independent mechanic checked the vehicle and
suggested that the failure could be electrical. The technician advised the contact to take the
vehicle to a local dealer for diagnostic testing. The vehicle was not diagnosed and the
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , Tl-the contact owns a
Saturn Ion. The contact stated that while driving at 20 mph, the steering wheel seized while the
power steering light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that
the electric power steering module needed to be replaced. In addition, the contact stated that if
was only 2, on the vehicle since the recall was performed on the vehicle. The failure mileage
was approximately , Tl- the contact owns a Saturn Ion. The contact stated that while driving at
50 mph, the power steering warning light illuminated and the steering wheel became difficult to
maneuver. The failure recurred intermittently. The contact stated that while driving at 5 mph, the
power steering light illuminated and steering was difficult to maneuver. The vehicle was towed
to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the power steering failed and needed to be replaced.
The approximate failure mileage was 11, The contact stated that while reversing out of the
garage, the steering wheel seized as the power steering light illuminated. The failure recurred
several times. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 4, While
driving approximately 30 mph, the power steering warning light illuminated continuously. The

vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the power steering needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired; however, the failure persisted. The vehicle was not
diagnosed nor repaired. Tl-the contact owns a Saturn Ion, and received NHTSA campaign
number: 14v steering however, the parts for repair were unavailable. The contact stated while
driving approximately 60 mph, the power steering light illuminated and the steering wheel
became tight. The contact pulled over and restarted the vehicle however the failure reoccurred
twice. The VIN was unavailable. The contact stated that the vehicle steering wheel failed. The
steering wheel became hard to turn, the power steering light illuminated while the failure occurr.
The contact also wanted to state the vehicle experienced ignition failure the ignition switch had
to wiggle several times to be able to start the engine. The manufacturer advised that the vehicle
was not included in NHTSA campaign number 14v steering. The vehicle was not taken to the
dealer to have diagnostic performed. The failure mileage was 69, The contact stated that while
driving at approximately 10 mph, the steering wheel seized as the power steering warning light
illuminated. The failure mileage was 78, The contact stated that when starting the vehicle, the
power steering warning light illuminated and the power steering failed. The vehicle had only
manuel steering. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, who diagnosed that the steering column
needed to be replaced. The contact also mentioned that the air bag warning light intermittently
illuminated. The contact stated after starting the vehicle, the steering wheel became difficult to
maneuver and the power steering warning light illuminated. The vehicle restarted and resumed
normal function. The failure recurred and the vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic
testing. The technician diagnosed that the steering module in the steering column needed to be
replaced. The contact stated that while driving at 35mph, the steering wheel seized while an red
steering light was illuminated. The vehicle rear ended another vehicle. The air bag did not
deploy. A police report was filed. No injuries where sustained. The failure mileage was
approximately 94, The vehicle was destroyed. The contact stated that the vehicle would not start
and the power steering warning light was illuminated. The contact also stated that the steering
wheel became difficult to turn. The vehicle had not been repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was 96, The contact stated when she turned the ignition switch, the vehicle failed to
turn on intermittently. In addition, the power steering warning light illuminated. The contact
stated that while driving 30 mph, the power steering warning light illuminated. In addition, the
steering wheel became difficult to turn and the vehicle veered to the left. The failure occurred on
numerous occasions. The failure mileage was 60, and the current mileage was 60, While driving
the car the power steering light came on and I had difficulty turning the steering wheel. It
happened again on June 24, After turning off the ignition after each incident the power steering
returned. Both incidents were very scary. This is the first time the power steering has failed. The
contact stated that while driving at approximately 70 mph, the power steering warning light
illuminated and the steering wheel became difficult to maneuver. The contact stated that the
part was not available to repair the vehicle under NHTSA campaign number: 14v steering. In
addition, the vehicle was previously repaired under NHTSA campaign number: 14v air bags,
electrical system , but the failure recurred. The contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a
reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
failure. Consumer writes in regards to ignition switch and power steering recall notices. The
consumer stated after the new ignition was installed, she proceeded to drive home. While
driving, the steering mechanism lights lit up and a bing sound was heard. The consumer
returned to the dealer, where they informed her, about a recall regarding the steering. The
contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the power steering would suddenly
malfunction making the steering wheel very difficult to turn. The contact indicated that during
the occurrences the power steering warning light illuminated. The manufacturer was notified of
the failure and informed the contact that the vehicle was included in the NHTSA recall number
campaign number steering but the parts were currently not available. The failure mileage was
65, The contact stated that the vehicles power steering failed after trying to reverse from a drive
way. The vehicle was difficult to steer. The power steering light illuminated on the dash board
followed by a warning chime throughout the vehicle. The vehicle was not driven since the
failure. The manufacturer was contacted and they offered no remedy. There was no diagnosis
completed on the vehicle. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage was The power
steering light came on and there was no power steering had to pull over and turn car off. After
restarting it was fine for a while but did the same thing again. The contact stated that while
driving approximately 40 mph, the power steering warning light illuminated then the power
steering assist failed. The failure mileage was 65, and the current mileage was 65, The contact
stated that while driving at approximately 10mph, the power steering light illuminated on the
instrument panel and the steering wheel became difficult to maneuver. The approximate mileage
at the time of failure was , The VIN was not available. Car Problems. Problem Category Number

of Problems Steering problems Steering problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering
Column problems. Lose Power Steering problems. Electric Power Assist Steering System
problems. Steering Failed problems. Steering Is Tight problems. Power Steering Pump
problems. Hydraulic Power Assist Steering System problems. G A answered 4 years ago. Power
steering is going out. No one seems to know where I put the fluid, whether it even takes fluid, or
if there might be a fuse that will possibly fix it. And if so, where is the fuse located? My car
needed a jump got it started now power steering is out can it be the fuse. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Power steering fuse. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn ION question. CarGurus Experts. Find great
deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Saturn VUE 18 listings.
Used Saturn Aura 8 listings. Used Saturn Outlook 6 listings. Used Cars for Sale. Suzy you are
correct, the system has electrical power steering. These other morons posting here assume
they know things. I did a bit of research and here's what I was able to find that may help:. Ok the
very first thing you need to do is to check that all of the fuses for this system are all intact and
not burned. You will need to look in the under hood fuse block at 42 and There is also another
fuse for this system at the body control module. This fuse is labeled EPS Fuse. I would check all
of these to verify that none of them are burned. Beyond these items though this system gets
real hard to diagnose without the proper tools. I am referring to a class 2 scan tool that can read
body failure codes. See this system actually can set a trouble code just like a check engine
light. The problem is getting the trouble code to further diagnose this problem. There is a recall
from General Motors on all Saturn Ions and some other vehicles as well. The power steering
motor needs to be replaced! I have an 04 Saturn Ion and have the same problem with my power
steering. Hopefully this will help someone having an issue with power steering on their Saturn
Ion. I was happy to have found this information out, rather then having to pay god knows how
much money to have it repaired! Go to recalls. The Saturn Ion includes an 80V FMX fuse for
power steering, underneath a cover that hides the negative battery terminal. Check the level, if
it's low, add the correct kind. Refer to owners manual for that and other things. For low cost
items, get the book: auto repair for dummies Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is
secondary at this point. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. COVID pushes some
with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Gerard Depardieu
charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Palace: Prince Philip has infection, will stay in
hospital. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger
well after crash. Suzy Lv 5. Update: Its electrical there is no where to put in fluid. Answer Save. I
did a bit of research and here's what I was able to find that may help: Ok the very first thing you
need to do is to check that all of the fuses for this system are all intact and not burned. How do
you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. This Site Might Help You. RE:
saturn ion power steering fuse? Power steering fuse?? That's funny Power steering light in on.
Show more answers 3. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Asked by Wiki
User. Yes and no.. Always Jump your car from the battery terminals in the Trunk. A person can
change the fuse in a Saturn Ion for the power steering system by opening the fuse panel
beneath the hood, then push the levers to lift the cover off the box. Next find the power steering
fuse and pull it out with some small pliers. Finally, slide the new fuse into the slot to have a new
fuse for the power steering. Under the hood fuse panel near the battery. From my understanding
it is not a fuse to fix the powersteering. It is a colum that has to be fixed by the dealer ship but I
maybe wrong To replace the power steering rack on a Saturn Ion, You must first dissmantle the
current steering rack by accessing the main hood, and from there you can screw the new
steering rack into place. I believe there is none, it has an Electronic power steering. They
replaced mine on my ION. I have a Ion - the power steering went out. My dealer said that this
was a common problem - Saturn was working on a recall. They took care of replacing the
steering column - no charge. The underhood fuse box. The power strg unit is in the column yes
It is electric power strg. The steering rack remains the same. Power steering is not electrical. It
is driven by an engine belt that turns a hydraulic pump. There probably is no power steering
fluid in the 05 Saturn. Saturn employs an electric assisted power steering system that still has a
rack and pinion, but is electrically operated. A much easier, more bulletproof design in my
opinion. The fuse that controls the cigarette lighter on a Saturn Ion is a 20 Amp. The fuse box is
located just to the left of the steering wheel in the dashboard under the instrument panel. The
power steering is actually ELECTRIC steering on this car Most common and basically only

failure is 2 30 amp fuses in underhood fuse block Only other thing is mechanical and would set
a trouble code and sat power steering on your dash FYI. Always Jump start your car from the
Battery Terminals in the Trunk I don't know if you will get this, but there has now been a recall
issued for the Saturn Ion regarding failures in the power steering. Contact your Saturn dealer;
they may be providing a free repair. There isn't one, it's electric. You need to add power steering
fluid to your vehicle. It is a good idea to check all fluids on a regular basis. No, the power
steering is a mechanical system that operates on hydraulic pressure. The hydraulic pressure is
generated by the power steering pump that is attached to the front of the engine and receives
it's power from the serpentine belt. Repair of the power steering comes in two types: fuses
blown and more serious stuff. Fuses blow: incorrect jumping of the ION can result in the power
steering fuses blowing. Depending on the model, you will have either 1x60 fuse, or 2x30 fuses
under the hood in the fuse box. Replace and voila: power steering! Other more serious stuff: my
Saturn, however, had the more serious stuff. It appeared to be a short in the steering column
which would result in the steering going out with a quiet click whenever the wheel was held in a
certain position. Unfortunately, that position was straight ahead. I contacted GM about this and
they would not help. There is no power steering fluid, it is all electrical. You need to bring it to a
dealership or repair shop as per the Car Manual. The fuse for the cigarette lighter in the Saturn
Ion is number 15A. It is located in the fuse box under the dashboard of the vehicle. It doesn't.
Saturn Ions don't use a hydraulic power steering system. They instead use an electric power
steering system which uses a small electric motor to provide steering assistance. If you are
having trouble with the power steering, take it to any GM dealer to have it serviced. You don't.
They use an electric power steering system using a small electric motor to provide steering
assistance. If you have any problems with the power steering, take it to a GM dealer. Ask
Question. Power Steering. Saturn Ion. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related
Questions. How do you change the fuse in a Saturn Ion for the power steering? Where is power
steering fuses in Saturn ion ? What is the fuse to fix the power steering in the Saturn ion? How
do you replace power steering rack on Saturn ion? Where to put power steering fluid in a Saturn
ion? Solution for the steering power problem of a Saturn ion ? Where is powersteering fuse
located on Saturn? Where are the fuses located for power steering in a Saturn ion? Is the power
steering gear in a Saturn Ion in the steering column? Where are the fuses for power steering
located on Saturn ion? Where is power steering fluid located on Saturn ion? Which fuse
controls the cigarette lighter on a Saturn Ion? What could lead to the failure of the power
steering on Saturn Ion? Where is the power steering reservoir for a Saturn ion located? Saturn
Ion Power Steering light comes on? Where are the fuses for the power steering on a Saturn ion?
How do you fix the power steering in a Saturn ion? Where do you put the power steering fluid in
a Saturn ion? Where is the fuse for the cigarette lighter in a Saturn Ion? Where does the
powersteering fluid go in a Saturn ion? How do you repair loss of power steering on a Saturn
ion 2? Are there recalls 0n Saturn Ion 3? How do you install power steering pump on 04 Saturn
ion? Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher
Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the
United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is
always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet
in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did
organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an
onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked
By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger.
Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE
Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Is the power steering on a Saturn ion 3 a fuse? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
The contact owns a Saturn Ion. While driving approximately 30 mph, the power steering warning
light illuminated continuously. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that
the power steering needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired; however, the failure
persisted. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was , Tl-the contact owns a Saturn Ion. The contact stated that while
driving at 35mph, the steering wheel seized while an red steering light was illuminated. The
vehicle rear ended another vehicle. The air bag did not deploy. A police report was filed. No

injuries where sustained. The failure mileage was approximately 94, The vehicle was destroyed.
The contact stated when she turned the ignition switch, the vehicle failed to turn on
intermittently. In addition, the power steering warning light illuminated. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was , While driving the car the power steering light came on and I had difficulty turning
the steering wheel. It happened again on June 24, After turning off the ignition after each
incident the power steering returned. Both incidents were very scary. This is the first time the
power steering has failed. The contact stated that the vehicles power steering failed after trying
to reverse from a drive way. The vehicle was difficult to steer. The power steering light
illuminated on the dash board followed by a warning chime throughout the vehicle. The vehicle
was not driven since the failure. The manufacturer was contacted and they offered no remedy.
There was no diagnosis completed on the vehicle. The failure mileage was , and the current
mileage was The contact stated that while driving at approximately 10mph, the power steering
light illuminated on the instrument panel and the steering wheel became difficult to maneuver.
The approximate mileage at the time of failure was , The VIN was not available. When I start my
car I get a message that days power steering service vehicle. That I loose all dash lights
occasionally radio and air I do not regain power steering or lights for about minutes. I can hear
a change in the engine when it is regained. Once it's done I can drive perfectly normal. My
check engine light is on and off. When I turn my car off the lights are there during the fit and off
when the car is on. All the codes thrown are electrical. I was driving approximately 10mph on a
residential street when suddenly my power steering light came on just as I was attempting a
turn. At that very moment the steering wheel locked up and made it impossible to turn. I then
pulled over and turned the car off. I waited for about 5 minutes and then restarted the car, it was
working again but then 10 minutes later the light came on again. This is becoming a hassle. I
have two small children and I am not going to risk their lives for some faulty car motor. So this
is to the car manufactures, could you please fix this problem before it really hurts someone.
Driving on the freeway, at approximately 65 mph, when a chime went off. Steering immediately
became difficult and I noticed that the power steering indicator light was on. I exited the freeway
carefully and pulled over, turned off the car, then restarted it and the power steering came back
on. Since this initial incident the problem has become more frequent. Also I have discovered
this to be a frequent issue for this model vehicle. With the danger involved shouldn't a recall be
in order?. While driving on the interstate to my job, the power steering became stiff and difficult
to turn. The power steering light came on the dash. There were no previous indications of a
problem until the problem happened. After making it to work where the car sat for several
hours, upon cranking the car up the power steering seemed to be working fine. After driving
approximately 5 miles, the steering went out again and the steering indicator light was back on
on the dash. The car was driven to a mechanic shop on the way home to have the problem
checked and after the car was turned off and cranked again the power steering seemed to be
working once again. Attempts to contact the dealership have not been made yet. The contact
stated that while driving at various speeds, the power steering warning light illuminated as the
steering seized. The vehicle was taken to a dealer for diagnosis and the contact was informed
that the electric steering motor would need to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The failure
recurred two days later. The vehicle was returned to the dealer, who diagnosed that the steering
column was defective. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred within a week and the
dealer then replaced the electric steering motor but to no avail. The vehicle had not been further
repaired. The failure and current mileage was 91, The contact stated that while driving
approximately 30 mph, the power steering warning light illuminated as the steering wheel
seized. The vehicle was maneuvered to the side of the road where the engine was turned off.
After restarting, the vehicle was able to operate normally. The contact mentioned that the failure
would recur sporadically. The vehicle was not taken to dealer for a diagnostic test or repairs.
The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 68, and the current mileage
was 70, The contact stated the steering wheel failed without warning, while she drove at 40mph.
The power steering light illuminated after the failure occurred. The steering wheel had to be
turned. The vehicle was taken to the mechanic for inspection; the power steering pump was
replaced; however the failure was not corrected. The mechanic advised the steering column
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage
was , and the current mileage was , Tl - the contact owns a Saturn Ion. The contact stated that
while driving approximately 25 mph, the power steering assist warning light illuminated as the
power steering failed. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic however, the contact was not
made aware of the repairs needed to correct the failure. The approximate failure and current
mileage was , The contact stated that while driving 40 mph, the power steering assist warning
light illuminated as the power steering failed. The vehicle was moved to the shoulder and

restarted. The contact also mentioned that the failure recurred frequently. The vehicle was
inspected by a private mechanic, who could not diagnose the failure. The current mileage was ,
The contact stated that while driving approximately 50 mph, the power steering assist warning
light illuminated and the power steering failed. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for a
diagnosis. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. I was driving on the interstate at 65
mph and the power steering light came on and the steering wheel clicked and became stiff.
There was no prior indication that anything was wrong. I could no longer turn right and left
turns were almost impossible. The brakes started having trouble as well. I almost got in
accident because the right side was not working. Then when I made it to a spot and turned the
car on and off it was working again. Then about 30 min later it did the same thing again. I had
some check the fluid and it was fine and so was the belt. Also, my left indicator will not work. I
have taken it to the dealer and several mechanics and it keeps melting the socket. Traveling on
an interstate at 65 mph we heard a tone indicating something was wrong, steering became
difficult and we noticed that the power steering indicator light was on. The power steering was
gone and it became very hard to steer and was unable to quickly maneuver. We pulled over,
turned off the car and then restarted it and the power steering came back on. Same thing
happened again after traveling a few miles. We were able to get home and now the power
steering shuts down every few minutes. Car is unsafe on public roads in regards to being able
to make quick maneuvers and could lead to accidents and injuries. Clearly a manufacturing
problem not normal wear and tear. Cars with same equipment and complaints were recalled.
Saturns should be also. There is an open action number of ea Tl- the contact owns a Saturn Ion.
The contact stated when traveling 40 mph the power steering went out. The power steering light
illuminated. The manufacture was contacted. The failure mileage was 1, and the current mileage
was not known. While driving approximately 60 mph the steering wheel became difficult to
maneuver. The power steering warning light illuminated on the instrument panel and the
warning chime began to sound. After shutting the engine off and restarting the vehicle the
steering functioned normally. The failure occurred a second time approximately a month a later.
The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The approximate failure mileage ,
Power steering warning light came on in this vehicle while at the same time power steering
control failed. Manual steering was used until the vehicle came to a stop and upon restarting,
power steering returned. The contact stated that when traveling at any speed, the power
steering light would illuminate. Moments later, the vehicle would become extremely difficult to
steer. However after restarting the vehicle, the failure was reset. The current and failure
mileages were 87, The contact stated that the power steering failed and the vehicle began
pulling hard to the right with the illumination of the power steering warning light. The vehicle
was not inspected or repaired. The failure and the current mileage was , The contact owns a
Saturn Ion 3. The contact was driving 30 mph when the power steering failure warning light
illuminated. The failure light went off when the vehicle was restarted. The vehicle was not taken
to the dealer, but the manufacturer was contacted. The failure and current mileages were 95,
While driving approximately 50 mph, the steering wheel became difficult to maneuver. The
contact shut the vehicle off and after restarting, the vehicle regained power steering abilities.
The failure recurred intermittently. The power steering warning light illuminated on the
instrument panel and the vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic. The mechanic stated
to the contact that the failure was electrical but did not provide a complete diagnostic. The
contact referenced a technical service bulletin under NHTSA action number: ea steering:electric
power assist system that could possibly have been related to the failure. While driving my
Saturn Ion the power steering light in the dashboard came on while I was engaging in a curve
on highway 15, I was barely able to control the vehicle no to crash on the concrete middle
divider and had to immobilize the vehicle, stop the engine and restart it in order to get the power
steering to work again. This has happen to me few time per year over the last 3 years but now I
am afraid for my life and it is happening more and more frequently. While driving approximately
40 mph, the power steering warning light illuminated on the instrument panel. The vehicle was
towed to an independent mechanic but the mechanic was unable to diagnose the failure. The
failure recurred intermittently when driving at various speeds but would happen more often
when driving at highway speeds. There was a concurrent investigation under NHTSA action
number: ea steering:electric power assist system that could have been related to the failure.
The contact stated that while driving 30 mph, the power steering light illuminated and the
steering failed. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for inspection and they stated that the power
steering motor needed to be replaced. The contact stated while driving, the power steering light
illuminated and it became difficult to turn the steering wheel. The vehicle was taken to a local
mechanic who diagnosed that the steering module was defective and needed to be replaced.
The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and did not offer any assistance since the

vehicle was declared salvage. The failure and current mileage was , While driving approximately
15 mph the vehicle pulled to the left vigorously and the power steering light illuminated on the
instrument panel. The contact pulled the steering wheel to the right and it began to function
normally. The failure occurred intermittently. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for
diagnostic testing because it was not covered by a warranty. The manufacturer was contacted
and stated they could not assist with repairs. The contact was driving 70 mph when the power
steering light illuminated on the instrument panel and the steering wheel seized. The contact
took the vehicle to the dealer and was informed that the electronic power assist was failing. The
failure mileage was 75, and the current mileage was 90, The contact was driving approximately
20 mph when the power steering warning light illuminated and the steering wheel became
extremely stiff and difficult to maneuver. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic yet
the mechanic was unable to diagnose the failure. The failure recurred and the vehicle was taken
back to the mechanic where the contact was advised that the steering and motor module would
need replacing. The approximate failure mileage was 41, The contact stated that the power
steering failed intermittently; the power steering light also illuminated. When the light turned off,
the power steering returned. The dealer stated that the power steering pump needed to be
replaced. The VIN was unavailable. The current and failure mileages were approximately 77,
Power steering light and sound pops up on dash. Power steering goes out. Very scary. At
highway speed not too bad unless you are trying to evade an accident or something in the road.
At low speed very, very, very difficult to maneuver turns or around objects in the road including
children and pets. Turn car off, turn back on and steering returns for a while and then happen
again, and again. While driving approximately 40 mph the power steering service light
illuminated on the instrument panel and the steering wheel became very stiff. The contact drove
the vehicle onto the emergency lane, turned it off and restarted it; however, the vehicle began to
function normally and then the failure recurred. The contact stated that the failure had recurred
numerous times. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who was unable to
diagnose the failure. The contact replaced the power steering fuses but the failure continued to
occur. The failure and current mileages were 69, Car Problems. Power Steering Light On
problem 1. Power Steering Light On problem 2. Power Steering Light On problem 3. Power
Steering Light On problem 4. Power Steering Light On problem 5. Power Steering Light On
problem 6. Power Steering Light On problem 7. Power Steering Light On problem 8. Power
Steering Light On problem 9. Power Steering Light On problem Steering problems Steering
problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering Column problems. Lose Power Steering
problems. Electric Power Assist Steering System problems. Steering Failed problems. Steering
Is Tight problems. Hydraulic Power Assist Steering System problems. Power Steering Pump
problems. Steering Anti-theft Device problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Hey
everyone! Thank you for the views and help in advance! My name is Ryan and I recently
purchased a Saturn Ion 4 cylinder 4 door. A friend of mine that sold it to me was trying to get
the car started and had a dead battery. Rather then replacing it they decided to jump it with
jumper cables. The took the cover off the fuse box and connected the jumper cables to both
connections on the BCM Body Control Module. I only know this, because they said instantly
after jumping the car they had a power steering issue and I asked where they connected the
cables and showed me that instead of using a main grounding point they connected to the
thread and nut that has two wires going back towards the fire-wall. Well needless to say I have
been researching everything I can to try and fix this the easiest or cheapest way possible. The
power-steering light is on and I have no power steer at all. I have check the BCM fuses that are
by the drivers right leg panel. I don't have any wiring diagrams to see if those wires running
from the BCM are grounds or if either might somehow coincide with the power-steering?
Everything else in the car works great. Does anyone have any ideas or possibilities that might
not lead to me changing out the BCM? Pull the BCM out and maybe be lucky enough to find a
breakdown from someone here and repair the issue it is having within the power-steering
internals of the BCM. Please any help or suggestions will be used and tried until I can get this
fixed. Thank you everyone! I hope you all have a wonderful day! Re: Saturn Ion Power Steering.
Chance are that they boosted at the under hood fuse block rather than the in car fuse block at
the BCM. Check the two power steering fuses in the under hood fuse block. People who boost
at the fuse block area do it incorrectly and this causes the fuses to blow. A lousy day in
paradise is still a day in paradise. Find More Posts by ssicarman. Thank you for the response.
Here is what I found. They look bad to me what are your thoughts? There are under the hood
connected to the BCM. Here they are: image. I will post another reply once I change these. I'll
keep you all updated and thanks once again for the help! Since the battery is trunk mounted,
provisions are made to jump start from the engine side if not connecting set of jumper cables to
the battery. The ground connection should always be attached to the engine block, the lift hood

or any large bare metal engine part. According to service manuals, the bcm in hidden in the
center console below the radio. Hopefully, only the fuses were blown and a learning curve on
where to jump start from engine area connections. Attached Images Ion remote jump starting
pic. That's not the bcm, that's the main fuse block. As mentioned, it contains a jump post for the
positive side of the jump cable. The negative side post is on the upper radiator support, but any
bare metal not isolated from the body will work. When people jump these cars wrong, it's
common to blow the eps. If the fuses don't fix this problem, then it's likely the scm on the
column. There is no two door ion. Proudly driving one of the last saturns produced before gm
killed the brand. A correction that should read Thank you everyone for the help! I verified it was
the two fuses by placing the fan and abs fuses into the two that looked to be blown and bingo
We got power steering. Went to the auto parts store and got the Saturn working better for Next
project is going to be doing some maintenance on the steering assembly. Ohh and please just
don't jump the car incorrectly All times are GMT The time now is AM. Contact Us - SaturnFans.
The Saturn Enthusiasts Site. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools.
Find More Posts by Saturnion Visit ssicarman's homepage! Attached Images. Ion remote jump
starting pic. Ion remote jump starting. Find More Posts by fdryer. P, EH! Find More Posts by
ion2. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Power Steering L The power steering in my Ion
went out twice while I was driving, once I turned the car off and back on, it was working fine. I
now have it at a GM dealer to have it looked at but this is just one more thing to add onto the list
of common problems with this car. The CO2 sensor, the coolant sensor, the ignition switch
problems ignition switch has been replaced twice, the 1st time was within the first week of
owning the car , and the fuel pump, but the power steering can turn into a safety hazard and
cause accidents. This should really be a recall issue. I was driving my car and had to make a
slight left hand turn. When I turned my steering wheel the warning lamp had illuminated during
the loss of steering and almost hit the car in front me. My daughter and I were in pure terror. I
pulled the car over to check the power steering fluid and realized it has an electric power
steering pump. I drove it home and the light went off after I had shut the car off,. Not realizing it
was going to be a problem, we decided a few days later to drive to the beach. While we were on
the highway 2 adults and 3 children the light went on again and we lost the power steering again
but this time going at a rapid speed. Once again almost got into another accident and luckily got
home safe but terrified. At first they were reluctant to fix it but threatened to publicize it and they
set up an appointment to fix it. Well, when the power steering went out the first time is when I
learned it was electric, there was no place to put fluid, which would have been great if there
was. Then later I received the paper in the mail telling me about the trouble with the steering.
Then a few weeks after that it went out and i went and had it fixed at the dealer with paper in
hand and showed them that the light was on. Fixed, no pay. What is it going to take for GM to
realize they need to recall the Saturn Ions that have power steering problems? Is it going to take
someone getting killed while driving one of their cars? Or will it take multiple deaths before they
wake up and realize that their cars are dangerous? I have a Saturn Ion that I have only owned
for 2 years and yesterday the Power Steering light flashed as I was driving down the road and I
lost power steering. I had to pull off the road, shut the car down and restart it. Today it was
happening every 5 minutes and I had to take my car into a mechanic right away because I was
too afraid to drive it anymore. I have gone online and read multiple complaints from other
Saturn owners having the same problem. I have no idea yet what this is going to cost. My main
concern is the safety factor out on the road. I am going to report the problem to the NHTSA
today and hope many others having the same problem will do the same. Saturn 3 is a total piece
of crap still owe 6 months on it! Power steering goes out constantly, has a bad sensor which the
tech said could be one of 6 different ones not sure which! Sway bar links were totally shot at 60,
miles, Transmission jerks all the time! Key stuck in ignition car wont shut off! Heater starting
making loud noises at around 65, miles with the wife now disabled paying out extra money for
parts that "MIGHT" fix the problems is out of the question! Thought they were a good vehicle
several family members 10 to be exact have Ions for 04 to 06 with no problems what a bunch of
crap that the ION3 which was supposed their best turned out to such a big piece of Donkey
scat!! I am pretty upset as am finding mixed reports that this is a recall problem or not. On
Article said that GMC did not have enough complaints or adverse events including death to
issue a recall! Whats up with that! Who in their right mind would design such dangerous device
as electrical steering that could go out while driving at any speed? Steering is right up there
with brakes when comes to driving in traffic. When it happened I was very surprised , so I
thought it was out of fluid. My fluids are maintained by jiffy lube with oil changes. So , I check
the car and it's electrical powering steering. I spent over They found that problem doing a
transmission flush that jiffy lube couldn't do because of how the transmission is made. I had it
fixed, cause I still owe on the thing. I'm I thinking should have traded it in. I didn't want add to

the debt. Totally disgusted with GM. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Saturn
dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 7 reports replace power steering 1 reports replaced
electrical steering 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ion
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Saturn mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. What more could you
want? Let me tell you, the only thing the VTi did continuously was fail on its owners. GM
scrapped it after only two model years. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Saturn Ion spontaneous power
steering outages. This car is a danger to the public in that without any warning the power
steering fails on the vehicle. The entire steering column must be replaced although the actual
motor is the reason for the failure. After research this is a common problem that exists among
these models and there is a potential for harm or death due to the failure of the power steering.
This needs to be addressed immediately. A local news station announced this evening that the
feds are investigating the Chevrolet cobalt for the same issue- power steering failure. The same
thing needs to be investigated related to the Saturn Ion before people start dying. My wife owns
a Saturn Ion, only 50, miles. For about 3 years there has been an off and on problem with the
power steering light coming on and the power steering stops working- once you turn car off and
back on it starts working again momentarily- this is an electrical system. I've replaced the fuses
and that did not correct the problem. Currently the power steering will cut out at least a few
times a week if not a few times a driving trip and it is getting to be very unsafe. If the power
steering were to cut out on the free way during a sharp turn, I'm very concerned my lb. Wife
could lose control and seriously hurt herself or others. Bottom line is that a car with only 50,
miles should not have this problem and Saturn should be liable and correct these safety issues.
What will it take for them a few deaths before they realize this needs to be corrected? I pulled
into a restaurant and the car was fine, when I went to leave the car would not start. I had aaa
come out, they told me that I need to have the car looked at. The steering wheel will turn, but the
key will not. The battery is not dead as all the lights work for the car but the key is not working.
This problem happened once before but after waiting a few minutes the car simply started. Now
my car has to be towed to a garage, to be fixed. I looked online and have seen many other
Saturn Ion owners have the same problem turning their car on in the cold. Search
CarComplaints. Power steering keeps going out and in the winter sometimes does not want to
start. The steering started about a year ago. Happen once then not for months. Now is a daily
occurrence. I live 13 miles from my job. I goes out at least 4 times on the way. It would probably
be more if I had more stop signs to restart the car at. I am a puny girl and is sometimes hard for
me to strong arm the steering when it is not working. Of course my warranty is past. Now my
problem is winter is coming, I have a 7 year old son that I have to take to the country at in the
morning to the sitters. I am worried to death about him being in the car with me if I have no
power steering and this car decides to start sliding. I don't think it possible to steer out of a
spin. How many complaints have to be made about this before something is done about an
obvious manufacturer mistake. Will it take people dieing" I hope to god not. So your answer to
were there any deaths or injuries" is Please help!! Experiencing continuous failure of the power
steering in my '04 Saturn Ion. Steering can lock up at any given time after start up and has done
so on an every trip basis for the past 6 months. Power steering fails seems to be random as to
when it fails. Repeated fails, usually multiple times in a day. Makes driving the vehicle very
difficult and if not expecting it can make for a close call. Failure has not been correct as of this
time. Old part can be made available once repair is completed. My power-steering keeps going
out on my Saturn Ion. The message center beeps and then the steering goes out. Turn the car
off and then back on and steering works. The power steering in my Saturn Ion keeps going out.
It usually occurs after it has rained, and it has also occurred after several minutes of driving. It
is becoming more frequent, even when it is not raining. It appears that the motor for the power
steering needs to be replaced. The power steering motor keeps going out on my Saturn Ion
while I am driving it. It goes out almost every time I drive the car- sometimes while in the middle
of a turn, making it very hard to steer. Power steering light comes on, steering becomes nearly
impossible,. Have been advised, dealership charges this amount, to replace entire steering
column, removes the bad component, then resells remainder of column for profit. The
consumer needs to be protected, and these vehicles need to be recalled and steering columns
replaced at no charge to consumer. Brought my Ion brand new in year end sale ,so unbelievable
that 4 years later, ,routine maintenance maintained and 39, miles, this is happening. We

consumers that trusted Saturn need help in remedying this situation and shouldn't have to
come out of pocket to do so!!! Power steering keeps going out. After car is stopped and key
turned off and then back on the problem corrects itself. This happens sometimes once a day or
ten times a day. Cannot predict when it will happen. When it happens in the middle of a turn it is
very hard to control car. Have seen a lot of complaints on line similar to mine and wonder why
there is not recall. I own a Saturn Ion that occasionally loses electrical power steering while
driving. It started happening after they replaced my ignition a few months ago, which had
known issues while starting in the cold. While driving down the highway, the pwr str light will
sometimes appear and that is when the steering goes out. Consumers should not have to pay
for this repair because there are several posts out there on the web about this problem. It is a
safety hazard that can cause accidents. My Saturn Ion 3's power steering keeps going out.
Often driving it for miles, the power steering message will display on the message center and
the power steering will go out immediately. This is extremely dangerous because at any time it
will go out. It happens intermittently. It will cost dollars to get a new steering column from GM. If
I drive it like it is, an accident will most likely occur. My car is only 5 years old, with 55, miles
and I take good care of it. I am extremely upset by this which seems to be an issue that many
Ions have. While driving at any speed, the power steering warning messages comes on then
there is no power steering. It can happen at any time and every time you drive the car. Shut off
the car then restart the power steering is back until it goes out again after a couple of miles. My
power steering goes out randomly This happens about twice a week and makes it difficult to
maneuver. I purchased my Saturn Ion last June and the weekend after I drove it off the lot, the
power steering went out. My stepfather looked at it and replaced the fuse for the power steering.
It did not happen again until 5 months ago. At this point my warranty was over and the
dealership would not fix it. The power steering fails everytime I go over 35mph, or it just fails for
no reason. I have yet to get it fixed. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Home Saturn Ion Steering. What causes the power steering to go out when the fuse is still good
in a saturn ion Do you. A bad power steering motor on the steering column I posted a special
campaign for your car to read. If you give me the last 8 digit's of your vin I can tell if your car is
part of that campaign. Also if your car has less then , mile's. The vehicle can still be steered in a
safe manner but will require greater driver effort at low vehicle speeds or when stopped.
Typically, the next time the vehicle is started, the power steering assist will return and the "PWR
STR" message would no longer be displayed. Special Coverage Adjustment This special
coverage covers the condition described above for a period of 10 years or , miles , km ,
whichever occurs first, from the date the vehicle was originally placed in service, regardless of
ownership. Retailers are to replace the power steering motor. The repairs will be made at no
charge to the customer. For vehicles covered by Vehicle Service Contracts, all eligible claims
with repair orders on or after July 21, , are covered by this special coverage and must be
submitted using the labor operation codes provided with this bulletin. Claims with repair orders
prior to July 21, , must be submitted to the Service Contract provider. Vehicles Involved
Involved are certain model year Saturn ION vehicles equipped with electric power steering and
built within the following VIN breakpoints: Important Retailers are to confirm vehicle eligibility
prior to beginning repairs by using the Investigate Vehicle History link on the Global Warranty
Management application within GlobalConnect. Special Coverage Adjustments are displayed in
the Applicable Warranties section. Saturn US Only: Saturn will not be doing a pre-shipment of
parts for this special coverage. Please place orders for the required parts as necessary.
Customer Notification General Motors will notify customers of this special coverage on their
vehicles see copy of typical customer letter included with this bulletin - actual divisional letter
may vary slightly. Service Procedure 1. Remove the power steering assist motor. Install the new
power steering assist motor. Claim Information 1. Submit a claim using the table below.
Courtesy Transportation - submit as Net Item under the repair labor code. Customer
Reimbursement - For US All customer requests for reimbursement for previous repairs for the
special coverage condition will be handled by the Customer Assistance Center, not by dealers.
Customer Reimbursement - For Canada Customer requests for reimbursement of previously
paid repairs to correct the condition described in this bulletin are to be submitted to the dealer
prior to or by August 31, Repairs must have occurred within the 10 years of the date the vehicle
was originally placed in service, or ,km, whichever occurs first. When a customer requests
reimbursement, they must provide the following: - Proof of ownership at time of repair. If the
work was done by someone other than a GM dealership, the amount of reimbursement will be
limited to the amount that the repair would have cost GM to have it completed by a GM
dealership. Courtesy Transportation The General Motors Courtesy Transportation program is
intended to minimize customer inconvenience when a vehicle requires a repair that is covered
by the New Vehicle Limited Warranties. The availability of courtesy transportation to customers

whose vehicles are within the warranty coverage period and involved in a product program is
very important in maintaining customer satisfaction. Retailers are to ensure that these
customers understand that shuttle service or some other form of courtesy transportation is
available and will be provided at no charge. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a
reply. Easy step by step instructions on how to repair automotive steering problems, this
information pertains to most vehicles. Thank You. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! Steering problem Saturn Ion Front Wheel Drive Automatic miles power steering light
comes on and the power steering shuts off. Turn off the car and it resets. Took it to saturn
dealership and the code was c They said I need a new steering colomn assembly. Price dollars.
Are you kidding me? Had it less than a year and bought it f
clock movement diagram
1972 sportster
2004 grand marquis owners manual
rom the dealership "certified pre owned" is there a cheaper fix? Can I still drive it and just shut
it off and turn it back on indefinitly? Do you. There is really not much you can do as far as the
steering coloumn, after awhile the the steering will become stiff and the vehicle will get harder
to steer if you dont fix it. I would go and talk to the dealer and see if there is anything they can
do for you. If this vehicle is certified pre-owned this usually carrys some sort of warrenty. If this
dosent get fixed it could become dangerous, I would point that out. Post back with how you
make out. Was this answer. How did you make out I have the same problem. Thank you Was
this answer. I was at the saturn dealer getting parts and found out they sell the motor for the
steering by itself now so its only a few hundred dollars a big savings thought I would let u
know. Louie Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Firestone Check
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

